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Cthulhu Comes to the Vampire Kingdom
A demented fairy tale about a pickle, a pancake, and the apocalypse. It is Gaston
Glew's sixteenth Sad Day - the sixteenth anniversary of the saddest day of his life:
his day of birth - and his parents have just committed suicide. Fed up with the
sadness of Pickled Planet, Gaston Glew builds a rocket ship and blasts off into
outer space, hoping to escape his briny fate. Meanwhile, on Pancake Island, Fanny
Fod, the most beautiful pancake girl in the world, nurses a secret sadness as she
guards the origin of all happiness: the mysterious Cuddlywumpus. When Gaston's
rocket ship crash-lands in the sea of maple syrup that surrounds Pancake Island,
nothing will ever be the same for him, or for Fanny Fod. Captain Pickle says:
"Unchain yourself from this briny fate, oh pickled prisoner, and read Cameron
Pierce's The Pickled Apocalypse of Pancake Island: A Tragedy for People Who Eat
Food!"

Abortion Arcade
To understand human character, one must first explore the depraved reaches of
human consciousness

Leprechaun in the Hood
There once was an odd reclusive little man who was in love with his house. He
loved this house not in the way that normal people love their homes. His was a
more intimate love, like the love between two humans. He loved his house so
much that he asked it to marry him, and he believed that his house happily relied
with a yes. Unfortunately, their love was to be torn apart the day before their
wedding, on the day of the great house holocaust. It was as if they killed
themselves, and took many of the occupants with them. Distraught and despairing
over the death of his fiancée, this man must go on a quest to find out what
happened to his beloved home--Publisher's description.
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Rico Slade Will Fucking Kill You
So all of the crews that were eating off of Rah'hem Bilal's daily bread were now
starving in the streets." This is Empire's territory enter at your own risk. Rah'hem
Bilal is a legend on the streets of Duval County, a God to his city. When Betrayal,
lies and scandals for the crown of the city is on the line and his right hand man
Donte' Vixen plays Judas, the empire is forced to strip Rah'hem Bilal's throne and
his only begotten son Abisha is up for the crown. Abisha create workers in his
image and expands the empire larger than anyone ever thought possible. But
when the empire becomes a hot commodity everyone wants a piece causing
corruption within the empire and things spiral out of control sending Abisha to
disappear without a trace. When the empire starts to crumble Donte' Vixen
scandals begin. When the Mikayla Torah disappears, Abisha returns to the city with
a wrath like you have never seen. Be prepared for the Rapture. Welcome to the
Empire.. My purpose for this novel is to entertain my readers as well as educate
them on poverty stricken areas in my city of Jacksonville, Florida and all around the
world.

Killing Poppy
A man tries to prove that are cannibalistic candy people.

The Pickled Apocalypse of Pancake Island
Holy shite! Titty Kitties? What the feck is this bollocks all about. Well, there's
kitties, for sure. Four cute little razor-clawed berzerkers. There's titties, but maybe
not the type you're looking for, young fella. So ya can piss off and try the internet.
What else? There's a third generation Nazi scientist who's a complete arse, and a
secret government plan to weaponize the titty kitties. There's a high speed
HumVee chase, but that's toward the end. Oh, and it's a love story. Or a re-love
story, if that's even a word. But it's mostly about titty kitties. So go on! Tits out for
the kits.

The Incoming Tide
Anyone can buy and sell on eBay. But how many people actually make serious
money from eBay? How many people make enough give up the day job and run an
eBay business full time? Robert Pugh has done just that and in this fully updated
and revised third edition of his eBay Business Handbook he reveals the secrets of
his success. Robert covers everything you need to know; from the eBay basics
through to the creation and management of your own business. It gives you the
information you need to use eBay to its full potential, to maximise returns and
develop a robust online business. This book has been written for anyone who has
ever considered the idea of being their own boss. Whether you want to supplement
an existing income or you want a complete change in lifestyle, this book is for you giving you the confidence and knowledge you need to make that step. Unlike many
other eBay guides, this handbook is based on the personal experiences of an
established Power Seller. Everything is covered; from the practical concerns of
international sales to the purchase of packing materials. With a fresh, common
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sense approach to selling, the book includes many hints, tips and personal
recommendations that can be applied to all of your eBay activities. One of the
most valuable sections is the one dedicated to finding stock to sell. Where traders
obtain their stock is a closely guarded secret and often finding where to buy can be
quite daunting. This guide tells you where to look, how to buy from different
sources and, perhaps the most interesting of all, how to use eBay as a source of
goods. Discover how the author went from zero to over 25,000 positive feedbacks
(and counting). From the very first LP record to the family car, he has sold items
into almost every corner of the globe and taken every form of payment known to
man. Anybody can do this, just follow the simple steps in this guide, dedicate the
time, and soon you too could be living the eBay dream.

Amazing Stories of the Flying Spaghetti Monster
THE PERFECT FATHER'S DAY GIFT! Since the earliest writings of civilization, people
have been writing about fish and the pursuit of them. Taut Lines is a book of the
present with regular forays into the past, reflecting not on where we're going, but
where we've come from. As all anglers know, the fish themselves are only half of
fishing. Finding peace, spirituality, or a sense of belonging in nature; the
meditative tranquility that settles into the mind and body as you cast into the
waters for hours on end; the companionship or, alternately, the solitude: these are
some of the things that hook anglers as much as the fish. They are all explored in
this book. In the name of variety, coverage has been extended to some fishes
typically overlooked in fishing anthologies, up to the great white shark from Jaws,
the most famous (and feared) fish in all of film and literature. There are as many
types of fishing literature as there are fishermen. One of these is humorous stories
about the follies that inevitably plague anglers. Several stories of this type are to
be found in Taut Lines, including Rudyard Kipling's 'On Dry-Cow Fishing as a Fine
Art' and Eric Witchey's 'Bats, Bushes, and Barbless Hooks.' Fishing is more than
folly, however, and so many of the stories tackle more personal and profound
subjects. Kevin Maloney's 'Soldiers By the Side of the Road', Gretchen Legler's
'Border Water', and Gabino Iglesias's 'Fourteen Pounds Against the World' are just
three of many heartbreaking essays which prove that while fishing is an effective
medicine for grief and loss, it can also lead to contemplations of death and
mortality, both the fish's and our own. A passion for angling is most often passed
down through families, and so many of the pieces in Taut Lines examine familial
dynamics in relation to fishing, like 'Fish' by Judith Barrington and 'Unsound' by
Nick Mamatas. There are great stories of big fish by angling legends such as
Jeremy Wade, Bill Heavey, and Zane Grey, along with stories of daring rescues
('The Man in the Fish Tote' by Tele Aadsen) and war ('I Used to Be a Fisherman' by
Weston Ochse), alongside a new modernized version of the first text written about
sportfishing, 'Treatise of Fishing with an Angle' by Dame Juliana Berners and
'Fishing for a Cat' by Francis W. Mather, perhaps the earliest known essay devoted
to catfish angling. There are also some long-lost classics, like former Atlantic editor
Bliss Perry's 'Fishing with a Worm'.

The eBay Business Handbook 3e
The Rampaging Fuckers of Everything on the Crazy Shitting Planet of the Vomit
Atmosphere is a collection of three short novels by a master of satire. Mykle
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Hansen's subversive tales capture the smugness of mainstream culture. He thrusts
his characters into absurd and humorous situations that reveal the defects in the
modern social fabric. With the wit of Christopher Moore, the inventiveness of Terry
Gilliam and the rudeness of South Park, Hansen's surreal fiction is ridiculously fun
to read. Three Bizarro Novels: MONSTER COCKS: A poignant tragedy of penis
enlargement gone horribly wrong. JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF AGNES
CUDDLEBOTTOM: A gripping history of the first Starbucks in the anus of an 80-yearold prostitute. CRAZY SHITTING PLANET: A touching parable of love, friendship, and
feces.

The Iron Dream
"I have some friends and we had a crazy idea: let's summon a demon. Not just any
demon but a sexy devil chick that will do anything we want--even butt stuff. It'll be
easy. It's not like it's going to work. Monsters aren't real. We were wrong. Really
fucking wrong. The demon is not what we thought and it's making horrible things
happen. People are cutting into each other's junk, some guy is fucking his dog, and
sex slugs from Hell are raping us and stealing our semen in order to build a
goddamn hive! We didn't mean for any of this. But we're gonna fix it Just after a
few more beers and bong hits"--Back cover.

Gargoyle Girls of Spider Island
Twenty one stories and one novella from Chuck Palahniuk, literature's favorite
transgressive author, Make Something Up is a compilation that disturbs and
delights in equal measure. In "Expedition," fans will be thrilled to find to see a side
of Tyler Durden never seen before in a precursor story to Fight Club. And in other
stories, the absurdity of both life and death are on full display; in "Zombies," the
best and brightest of a high school prep school become tragically addicted to the
latest drug craze: electric shocks from cardiac defibrillators. In "Knock, Knock," a
son hopes to tell one last off-color joke to a father in his final moments, while in
"Tunnel of Love," a massage therapist runs the curious practice of providing 'relief'
to dying clients. Funny, caustic, bizarre, poignant; these stories represent
everything readers have come

Hood Bible
You're on the run from the cops and need a place to disappear somehow. Luckily
you happen across a secret ocean in the middle of Wyoming. An undiscovered
world of zombies and pirates that, according to maps, couldn't possibly exist. But
here it is, a vast white sea that is made of some kind of greasy blubber substance
instead of water.

House of Houses
Thirty, jobless, and going pre-maturely bald, amateur director Simon has dumped
every last dime into his pet project: a musical adaptation of the cult film
LEPRECHAUN IN THE HOOD. With a week til curtains up, the production is a
disaster. His actors can't act, his crew hates his guts, and his set has a tendency to
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go up in flames. And all that is before the actual leprechaun, a mythological beast
with a penchant for limericks and grisly murder, catches wind of the whole
operation. Gathering as many four leaf-clovers and wrought-iron spears as they
can, the surviving cast and crew must band together to kill the creature and
ensure that the musical goes ahead as planned. But with an army of undead
strippers at his side, the leprechaun is determined to disembowel, behead, and
battle rap his way toward reclaiming his goldand his intellectual property.

The Best Bizarro Fiction of the Decade
On the seventh day, the Flying Spaghetti Monster said, "Read me, for I am good."
In Amazing Stories, the Flying Spaghetti Monster goes on trial to earn his godhood
among a council of deities that includes Jehovah, the Buddha, Ganesh, Cthulhu,
and Charlie Sheen. He is interviewed for an exclusive episode of the celebrity talk
show In the Monster's Studio to discuss his relationship with Godzilla and other
famous monsters. He rears his head at an archeological dig in a desert wasteland
and dines with a horde of food demons in Hell. He rescues pirates, authors, and
prisoners from the cold hand of death while banishing children to suffering and
starvation. He is a just god, but only if you compliment his vodka sauce. Like an allspaghetti evening of Adult Swim, Amazing Stories of the Flying Spaghetti Monster
will show you the many realms of His Noodly Appendage. Learn of those who
worship him and the lives he touches in distant, mysterious ways.Enjoy with Italian
food and a side of Darwinism.

Shatnerquake
"Four college seniors venture out into open waters for the tropical party weekend
of a lifetime. Instead of a teenage sex fantasy, they find themselves in a nightmare
of pirates, sharks, and sex-crazed monsters. Oscar shouldn't have stolen his
stepdad's boat, but he wanted to impress Colette, who he has been pining after
since their freshman year. This vacation was the perfect time to let the romantic
sparks fly. With his best friend Allen (and Colette's friend, Jane, the bitch) tagging
along, Oscar saw no way this trip could possibly suck. His hopes die when they are
hijacked by pirates. Then their boat sinks and someone gets eaten by a shark.
Finally, stranded on a tropical island with an endless supply of rum, Oscar believes
their epic weekend can finally begin. But the island is populated by a savage race
of beautiful women. When night falls, these women transform into grotesque
monsters unlike anything ever seen in fiction"--Page 4 of cover.

Dark Desires
In a galaxy where everyone is Roman Catholic and sexual fetishes are celebrated
on a planetary scale, the fate of all life rests in the hands of one man: Jack-janitor
of Planet Anilingus. All Jack wants to do is his job. But his desires quickly change
when he meets a weird, sexy woman and the mysterious killer who wants her
dead. After being fired and replaced with an idiot, Jack fights to survive in a world
of perpetual erections, anal pregnancies, possessed pigs, and competing Gods. It's
a battle that will lead him to the heart of his planet, and into history in a mildly
disgusting, 2001: A Space Odyssey sort of way.
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Spermjackers from Hell
The Iron Dream is a metafictional 1972 alternate history novel by Norman Spinrad.
The book has a nested narrative that tells a story within a story. On the surface,
the novel presents an unexceptional science fiction action tale entitled Lord of the
Swastika. This is a pro-fascist narrative written by an alternate history version of
Adolf Hitler, who in this timeline emigrated from Germany to America and used his
modest artistic skills to become first a pulp-SF illustrator and later a science fiction
writer in the L. Ron Hubbard mold (telling lurid, purple-prosed adventure stories
under a thin SF-veneer). Spinrad seems intent on demonstrating just how close
Joseph Campbell's Hero with a Thousand Faces-and much science fiction and
fantasy literature- an be to the racist fantasies of Nazi Germany. The nested
narrative is followed by a faux scholarly analysis by a fictional literary critic, Homer
Whipple, of New York University.

Love in the Time of Dinosaurs
Chuuch. Preach. Tabernacle. The Bible re-written in gangsta slang. Educate urself
by readin up on tha stories from Tha Holy Bibizzle. Includin but not limited 2: life n
crucifizzle of Jizzle, Adam n Eve in tha weed garden of Eden, creation of tha
heavens n tha ghetto, Tower of Babel n mo. Includes 2 books of old testizzle Genesizzle n Exodizzle n 1 of new testizzle - Tha Dope News Accordin 2 Matthew.
Contains strong language.

Clockwork Girl
DINOSAURS! LOVE! WAR! MONASTIC LIVING! Three days after his partner is bitten
in half by a brachiosaur, a nameless monk meets the love of his life. Her name is
Petunia. She is a dinosaur. But a twenty-year war between their species is about to
come to a head, and only one will survive. To be together, the monk and the
dinosaur must fight their way through hordes of pterodactyl samurai, anti-aircraft
stegosaurs, gigantic kamikaze moths, and machine gun-wielding tyrannosaurs.
Love in the Time of Dinosaurs is a surreal war tale of forbidden love, betrayal, and
magic kung-fu. Forget Jurassic Park, this is the greatest dinosaur story ever told.

Shark Hunting in Paradise Garden
A group of fanatical religious tourists from the future travel back in time to meet
Adam and Eve. Unfortunately, their time ship crashes, killing the majority of the
crew (including the leprechauns) and leaving them stranded in this strange sharkinfested land. Among the survivors are: Ernest who has the ability to turn people
into mannequins, Ira who wields a razor-edged bible for a weapon, Wayne a giant
wizard head with fat lizard legs, Donkey the hunchback halfwit, Anton the birdman,
Rattlesnake Doctor, Ancestor, and Sturgeonwolf. This cult of deranged priests soon
discover that Eden is a far more surreal and dangerous place than they could ever
have imagined. It is going to take everything they've got in order to survive long
enough to find another way home--Publisher's description.

Ass Goblins of Auschwitz
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An animal film crew is seen by a human boy and animal law says the boy must die
because he has seen them.

Titty Kitties
"It's difficult to love a woman whose vagina is a gateway to the world of the dead"
Steve is madly in love with his eccentric girlfriend, Stacy. Unfortunately, their sex
life has been suffering as of late, because Steve is worried about the odd noises
that have been coming from Stacy's pubic region. She says that her vagina is
haunted. She doesn't think it's that big of a deal. Steve, on the other hand,
completely disagrees. When a living corpse climbs out of her during an awkward
night of sex, Stacy learns that her vagina is actually a doorway to another world.
She persuades Steve to climb inside of her to explore this strange new place. But
once inside, Steve finds it difficult to return especially once he meets an oddly
attractive woman named Fig, who lives within the lonely haunted world between
Stacy's legs. "A very strange and surprisingly touching love story, despite the
deliberately asinine premise. With subtle humor, surreal erotica, and some
genuinely creepy moments, The Haunted Vagina is a completely unique reading
experience."

The Baby Jesus Butt Plug
A feeling has been tearing up the underground of the fiction world. It s a nightmare
reflection of the society you inhabit, a surreal explosion of pop, punk, and the postapocalypse. Over the last decade, Bizarro Fiction has changed the definition of
avant garde, it s abolished the traditional prose of yesterday and established a new
precedent for awesome. Collected in this anthology is some of the best weird
fiction from the past decade. Award-winning writers, cult prodigies and burgeoning
talents all collected together in one place. This is what you ve done with the last
ten years of your life. With stories by: D. Harlan Wilson, Alissa Nutting, Joe R.
Lansdale, Carlton Mellick III, Kevin L. Donihe, Blake Butler, Ryan Boudinot, Vincent
Sakowski, Cody Goodfellow, Amelia Gray, Robert Devereaux, Mykle Hansen,
Athena Villaverde, Matthew Revert, Garrett Cook, Roy Kesey, Jeremy Robert
Johnson, Aimee Bender, Ian Watson & Roberto Quaglia, Jeremy C. Shipp, Andersen
Prunty, Jedediah Berry, Andrea Kneeland, Kurt Dinan, David Agranoff, Ben Loory,
Kris Saknussemm, Stephen Graham Jones, Bentley Little, David W. Barbee, and
Tom Piccirilli.

Lost in Cat Brain Land
Sad stories from a surreal world. A fascist mustache. A desert inside a dead cat.
The ghost of Franz Kafka. Primordial entities mourn the death of their child. The
desperate serve tea to mysterious creatures. A hopeless romantic falls in love with
a pterodactyl. From a post-apocalyptic Los Angeles where robotic gargoyles are
law, to a blighted suburbia where the elephant god Ganesh seeks revenge on a
man and his android wife, Cat Brain Land is a place of domestic despair and
nightmare foreboding. Where sirloin steaks enroll in daycare and ex-lovers return
as tiny dolls. This is a land of camel people and the Lord of Meat. The farther into
Cat Brain Land you get, the more difficult it will be to get out.
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Rotten Little Animals
Urban fairy tales for the weird girl in all of us. Athena Villaverde is a brave new
voice in the world of offbeat young adult fiction. Like a combination of Francesca
Lia Block, Charles de Lint, Kathe Koja, Tim Burton, and Hayao Miyazaki, her stories
are cute, kinky, edgy, magical, provocative, and strange, full of poetic imagery and
vicious sexuality. Clockwork Girl is a collection of three short bizarro novellas that
make a perfect introduction to her unique style. CATERPILLAR GIRL Cat Filigree is a
caterpillar girl trapped in the ugly stages of metamorphosis, desperately waiting to
be transformed into a butterfly. With her flaky skin and glazed eyes, she has
become one of the least popular girls at her high school. Tormented daily by the
popular lady bug girls and fig-beetle jocks, she hides away from the world, listening
to Bauhaus records and reading Grant Morrison comics. She thinks she's doomed
to be alone forever, until she meets Lilith- a beautiful, punk rock, corset-wearing
spider girl whom Cat falls madly in love with. But there's a problem: because she's
a spider girl, Lilith has the tendency to kill and eat her lovers. And butterflies
happen to be her favorite food. CLOCKWORK GIRL Pichi was once a normal human
girl. But now her skin is made of brass, her organs have been replaced by cogs and
gears, and her heart must be wound up every day in order to stay alive. She is a
clockwork girl. Like most children of poor families, she was sold to a toymaker,
surgically transformed into a mechanical living doll, and given as a Christmas
present to a rich little girl who was no longer satisfied with ordinary porcelain dolls.
She has no memory of her past or even her real name. All she knows is that she's
in love with her new owner and wants to be with her forever. But what she doesn't
know is that little girls always outgrow their toys, eventually. BEEHIVE GIRL Her
skin is made of honeycomb. She smells of baked oranges and is dripping with
amber- colored honey. Living bees swarm around her like miniature lovers and
crawl through her hair as she dances. She is Maya, the queen of the tango; the
sexiest, most powerful dancer in town. Every man in the tango community longs to
dance with Maya, but very few dare to try. You see, Maya's skin is a living beehive.
And if a man attempts to dance with her who lacks the proper amount of talent
and grace, he will get stung . . . perhaps even stung to death.

Tha Holy Bibizzle
The debut short story collection from Joshua Chaplinsky, author of Kanye WestReanimator. Thirteen weird pieces of literary genre fiction. Singularities, ciphers,
and reappearing limbs. Alien messiahs and murderous medieval hydrocephalics. A
dark collection that twists dreams into nightmares in an attempt to find a whisper
of truth."This is dark stuff, but fun, without any hipster wink of irony or cynicism.
Writing stories that are simultaneously grim and good-hearted is a fucking tough
line to straddle, and writing them well let's just say I don't see that often.
Chaplinsky walks a barbed-wire tightrope here. In short, good shit."Craig
Clevenger, Author of The Contortionist's Handbook"If you're sick of tepid short
stories that taste like watered-down milk, "Whispers in the Ear of a Dreaming Ape,"
is the collection of multi-colored, bite-sized brain pan bullets that might just be the
cure. Joshua Chaplinsky has an imagination both of depth and breadth, and no two
stories are alike. You can practically hear the lively, fascinating, hallucinatory click
of his brain throughout the book. An enjoyable read for all of us dreaming
apes."Autumn Christian, Author of Girl Like a Bomb
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In Heaven, Everything Is Fine
Are you ready to play some Dungeons and Fucking Dragons? The Kobold Wizard's
Dildo of Enlightenment +2 is an absurd comedy about a group of adventurers (elf,
halfling, bard, dwarf, assassin, thief) going through an existential crisis after having
discovered that they are really just pre-rolled characters living inside of a classic
AD&D role playing game. While exploring the ruins of Tardis Keep, these 6
characters must deal with their inept Dungeon Master's retarded imagination and
resist their horny teenaged players' commands to have sex with everything in
sight. Featuring: punk rock elf chicks, death metal orcs, porn-addicted beholders, a
goblin/halfling love affair, a gnoll orgy, and a magical dildo that holds the secrets of
the universe.

The Gates of Janus
When Satan Burger was first being passed around among teenage punks and fans
of weird art and film, there was nothing else like it. A book of rebellious spirit that
simplistically captured the postmodern malaise of a culture obsessed with
consumerism. It quickly gained an underground following, was transcribed by fans
and bootlegged online, was translated into Russian and made its way around the
world attracting the attention of readers bored with typical mainstream fare.
Combining a satirical wit and style on par with legendary humorists such as Kurt
Vonnegut and Russell Edson with the crazy punk ethos of cult film directors such
as Terry Gilliam, David Lynch, and Takashi Miike, this was a book overflowing with
so many new ideas and absurd philosophies that it not only launched the career of
underground author Carlton Mellick III, but inspired an entire literary movement.
For the fifteenth anniversary of the release of this Bizarro Fiction classic,
Eraserhead Press is thrilled to present this special hardcover edition, featuring an
introduction by splatterpunk legend John Skipp, illustrations by Ryan Ward, and a
new preface by the author. Satan Burger explores a new kind of apocalypse. Not
an apocalypse caused by disease or nuclear war, but an apocalypse of boredom. A
plague of monotony has spread across the countryside, sucking all passion and
inspiration out of everyone over the age of twenty-five, leaving only the
disenfranchised youth to fend for themselves in a world crumbling around them.
Featuring a narrator who sees his body from a third-person perspective, a man
whose flesh is dead but his body parts are alive and running amok, an overweight
messiah, the personal life of the Grim Reaper, a race of women who feed on male
orgasms, and a motley group of squatter punks that team up with the devil to find
their place in a world that doesn't want them anymore.

Janitor of Planet Anilingus
"In Die You Doughnut Bastards, amputees, lonely young people, and talking
animals struggle for survival against the freakish whims of nature. A typewriter
made of fetuses is the source of woe for an expecting couple. A girl with a glass
jaw hides an otherworldly secret. A demonic loner goes to a birthday party in Hell.
You'll encounter a killer in a marsupial mask, a prison for anorexics, haunted
pancakes, and a songwriter with a cult following. Surreal prose poems give way to
personal accounts of alienation and modern love. Vegetarian narwhals are sold at
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the supermarket. And in a city that might be your own, zombie doughnuts are
rising up. Kill yourself before they kill you. Or just kill yourself."--Page 4 of cover.

The Haunted Vagina
Abortion Arcade is a collection of three novellas by one of the shining young stars
of bizarro fiction. Cameron Pierce's work is an intoxicating blend of body horror and
midnight movie madness, reminiscent of early David Lynch and the splatterpunks
at their most sublime. His fiction will punch you in the brain and leave you gasping
for more. Featuring: NO CHILDREN The apocalypse is over. Now zombies farm
humans for their brains. As the imprisoned human cattle drift further from their
humanity, the zombies flourish in a primitive renaissance, flying around in
helicopters and living in smart houses made of human brains. THE ROADKILL
QUARTERBACK OF HEAVY METAL HIGH After Heavy Metal High's star quarterback
dies in a car accident, Danny the Dio-worshipping werewolf must transform from
loser to gridiron star in this surreal pulp tragedy about teenage anxiety, high
school violence, and heavy fucking metal. THE DESTROYED ROOM In a near-future
city where automobiles have been outlawed and exotic animals roam the streets, a
man wakes up one morning to discover that everyone in the world is a marionette.
Now his wife is dead and he must find the answer, or else lose everything to the
Great Shark Head in the Sky.

Rampaging Fuckers of Everything on the Crazy Shitting Planet
of the Vomit Atmosphere
For over thirty-five years, David Lynch has remained one of the weirdest, most
challenging, and provocative filmmakers. From his early experimental films
created as an art student in Philadelphia, to his foray into digital film with "Inland
Empire," Lynch's filmography is as diverse as it is influential. Featuring Thomas
Ligotti, John Skipp, David J (of Bauhaus), Ben Loory, Nick Mamatas, Amelia Gray,
Kevin Sampsell, Blake Butler, and many others, "In Heaven, Everything is Fine:
Fiction Inspired by David Lynch" is a tribute to one of the greatest filmmakers of all
time.

Satan Burger (15th Anniversary Edition)
What the crap is Arnold Schwarzenegger doing on the cover of Rico Slade's book?
This is Rico Slade's goddamn book. Rico Slade is not a body builder, an actor, or a
governor. Rico Slade is an action hero.Rico Slade doesn't care about the political
climate. Rico Slade has an advance degree in badassery. Rico Slade's favorite food
is the honey-roasted peanut. Rico Slade can rip out a throat with his bare
hands.But Rico Slade's arch nemesis, Baron Mayhem, is threatening to drop a
bomb on the Earth that will kill every human being except himself while leaving the
world's currency intact. To save the planet, Rico Slade must journey across
Hollywood to find Baron Mayhem. Unfortunately, Rico Slade's crime fighting style
involves ripping out the throat of anyone who gets in his way, including
grandmothers and Midwestern tourists.As Rico Slade leaves Hollywood in ruins, the
only person who can stop him from destroying the city is his Jewish psychologist,
Harold Schwartzman. Until he does, Rico Slade will kill as many people as it takes
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to thwart Baron Mayhem's evil scheme. Rico Slade will fucking kill everyone.RICO
SLADE WILL FUCKING KILL YOU.

Whispers in the Ear of a Dreaming Ape
Franz and Lola are vampires in love. They live in a cottage near the sea with their
little vampire baby. Burn Girl is a lonely girl who walks along the bottom of the sea,
constantly on fire. The water doesn't put her fire out or soothe her burns. It only
makes her feel like she's wearing an itchy wool sweater. Bruno is the buffest
vampire. He is building Muscle Island, a floating fortress comprised of mussels. The
Vampire Science Council has been working for centuries to prevent the depletion of
their arctic planet's blood supply, but the blood has finally run out. Cyrus Lugosi's
friends want to slaughter him as part of a ritual sacrifice that will raise Cthulhu
from his tomb at the bottom of the sea. There are just two problems: The closest
thing to the Necronomicon they've got is a unicorn coloring book, and Cthulhu is
more interested in his quest for the perfect hamburger. Their fates will converge
when Cthulhu Comes to the Vampire Kingdom.

Apeshit
"This tale of office drones and disposable clones is a splatterpunk odyssey, a
cautionary tale of corporate omnipotence, and a possible blueprint of the future of
the nuclear family."--Back cover.

Taut Lines
It's Monty Python meets Nazi exploitation in a surreal nightmare as can only be
imagined by Bizarro author Cameron Pierce. In a land where black snow falls in the
shape of swastikas, there exists a nightmarish prison camp known as Auschwitz. It
is run by a fascist, flatulent race of aliens called the Ass Goblins, who travel in
apple-shaped spaceships to abduct children from the neighboring world of Kidland.
Prisoners 999 and 1001 are conjoined twin brothers forced to endure the sadistic
tortures of these ass-shaped monsters. To survive, they must eat kid skin and work
all day constructing bicycles and sex dolls out of dead children. While the Ass
Goblins become drunk on cider made from fermented children, the twins plot their
escape. But it won't be easy. They must overcome toilet toads, cockrats, ass dolls,
and the surgical experiments that are slowly mutating them into goblin-child
hybrids. Forget everything you know about Auschwitzyou're about to be Shit
Slaughtered.

The Kobold Wizard's Dildo of Enlightenment +2 (An Adventure
for 3-6 Players, Levels 2-5)
After a reality bomb goes off at the first ever ShatnerCon, all of the characters ever
played by William Shatner are suddenly sucked into our world. Their mission: hunt
down and destroy the real William Shatner. Featuring: Captain Kirk, TJ Hooker,
Denny Crane, Priceline Shatner, Cartoon Kirk, Rescue 9-1-1 Shatner, singer
Shatner, and many more. No costumed con-goer will be spared in their wave of
destruction, no red shirt will make it out alive, and not even the Klingons will be
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able to stand up to a deranged Captain Kirk with a light saber. But these Shatnerclones are about to learn a hard lesson . . . that the real William Shatner doesn't
take crap from anybody. Not even himself.

The Cannibals of Candyland
"Friday the 13th" meets "Visitor Q." Apeshit is Mellick's love letter to the great and
terrible B-horror movie genre. Six trendy teenagers (three cheerleaders and three
football players) go to an isolated cabin in the mountains for a weekend of
drinking, partying, and crazy sex, only to find themselves in the middle of a life and
death struggle against a horribly mutated psychotic freak that just won't stay
dead. Mellick parodies this horror cliche and twists it into something deeper and
stranger. It is the literary equivalent of a grindhouse film. It is a splatter punk's wet
dream. It is perhaps one of the most fucked up books ever written. If you are a fan
of Takashi Miike, Evil Dead, early Peter Jackson, or Eurotrash horror, then you must
read this book.

Make Something Up
What has the world come to? Like many hardworking Americans, Holly and Brad
McQuerty's lives have become living nightmares under President Obama's reign:
high taxes, the housing crisis he’d caused thanks to the welfare state, gay
weddings, the fiascos in Iraq and Benghazi, ISIS, NAFTA, all that climate change
mumbo-jumbo, and worst of all: Obamacare—aka The Affordable Care Act—with its
Death Panels, enforced premiums and Sex Robots. That's right: OBAMACARE SEX
ROBOTS Sexy cyborgs made by the government to "help" people in times of
"need." But do they really help us, or are they here to tear the fabric of America
apart boner by aching boner, nipple by tweaked nipple, butt by savaged butt?
Holly and Brad are young conservatives and want no part of this bold new future.
But one fateful day, Holly catches her husband getting hot and sweaty with one of
the devices and soon their lives are changed forever. In a tizzy, Holly runs away
with the robot and is chased by everyone: her husband, the police, shady
government officials. There seems to be something else going on too, besides one
woman and one Kenyan-American robot, on the lam, discovering their bodies and
themselves, satiating their dark desires in SUV's and hotel rooms across
Connecticut. Big things are happening—history is happening—a history someone or
something doesn't want Holly to find out about. In the waning days of the Obama
Administration, events are starting to take a dark turn. How deep does the rabbit
hole go? How deep does the sheep hole go? Find out the sheep hole's deepness in
this seriously hot, dark and sexy new series of thrillers from author Lacey Noonan:
"My Obamacare Nightmare," available in ebook and paperback. Trigger Warning:
Doppleganger Fingerbangers

Ocean of Lard
"Killing Poppy is about a heroin addict attempting to kick his addiction with the aid
of an angel sent to help him. The catch: the angel is an amoral for-hire schlub. The
result: an extremely funny, deeply strange, and surprisingly violent book with a
raw human heart beating at the center of it. It's a chaotic ride, but William
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confidently controls the chaos." --Cameron Pierce, author of Ass Goblins of
Auschwitz "Killing Poppy is breezy, funny, and terribly upsetting. Yes, there is
something sad-tender-even sweet? underneath this violent, disturbing, potentially
triggering (totally got all mine) trust-no-one getting clean adventure. As a debut
work, it announces a writer who is going to kill and resurrect what is sacred with
cinematic alacrity and street magic." --Laura Lee Bahr, author of Haunt "I read
Killing Poppy with fingers over my eyes and while clenching my teeth; William Perk
has given us disturbing, addictive story-telling at its finest, and I couldn't look
away." --Elle Stanger, writer at stripperwriter.com and podcast host at
strangebedfellowspdx.com "A far-out black comedy about a junkie and the chaos
created as he fights to get clean. Weirdly endearing, from start to finish." --Danger
Slater, author of I Will Rot Without You

Die You Doughnut Bastards
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